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ANNOUNCING GPUG AMPLIFY
May 23-25, 2016
Anaheim, CA
Amplify was driven by demand from the Dynamics
GP end-user community after the announcement of
the transition from Convergence to Envision. This
event gives sponsors a unique opportunity to
connect with a passionate group of users looking to
amplify their Dynamics GP success through new
ideas, solutions, and products.
Amplify offers:
• Your first look at Microsoft Dynamics GP
2016
• A focus on future versions of Microsoft
Dynamics GP
• Microsoft-led sessions on the Roadmap of
Dynamics GP and surrounding technologies
• Additional community-led educational
sessions
• Pre- and Post-Conference Academy
instructor-led training
• DynamicsPro Certification Exams
• Networking & Partner Solutions

The Microsoft Dynamics GP 2016 release date is set for April
2016. With it comes the expanded features, new functionality
and of course overall improvement to the user experience and
business usage that we come to expect from the latest and
greatest software version.
Here are just a few of the new enhancements:
•

Import/Export SmartLists from Designer - In GP 2016, the
user will be able to shave a little time off reporting with the
functionality to export and import SmartList definitions
created with a SmartList Designer from one install to
another.

•

SmartLists from Favorites - This feature reduces mouseclick in routine processes by allowing users to create a new
SmartList from a favorite using Designer. Users will find it
more convenient to not have to remove all of the extra
columns from the default SmartList.

•

Power BI Reports on Home Page - Get a quick snap shot of
the data you care about most with this feature that allows
users to see Power BI Reports right from their home page.

Click here for information on system requirements for Dynamics GP
2016.

SIMPLIFY PAYROLL LIABILITIES PAYMENTS

How does GPUG Amplify differ from GPUG Summit?
Check out the graphic here!
Register Now

Avalara

TAX AUTOMATION FOR

BUSINESSES OF ALL SIZES

WHO

Avalara helps businesses of all sizes achieve
compliance with sales, use, excise, communications,
VAT, and other transactional tax requirements.
WHAT

Designed for accounting teams, finance leaders, and
other executives, CRUSH 2016 delivers the best of
what only an in-person gathering can provide - the
people, the time and the intimate setting to explore
tax
compliance issues in depth, with the smartest minds
in the industry.
WHY

With over 70 hours of CPE credit being offered in
multiple, concurrent sessions that are structured to
be interactive, highly concentrated and
comprehensive, CRUSH provides participants with
maximum value at
an affordable price.

Avalara's National Tax Compliance Conference
May 10 - 11, 2016 | Royal Sonesta Hotel
Register now for CRUSH 2016 website.
Download Your Customizable Justification Letter
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Dynamics GP's Payroll Integration to Payables (PIP) saves time by
automatically creating purchasing transactions for payroll
liabilities (such as taxes and garnishments) each time you do
payroll, and it's simple to set up.
Click here to read a great article by Christina Phillips that will give
you complete setup instructions. Please call us if you have any
questions about PIP.

